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Five Emerging Technologies in the 21st Century 

As all things continue to accelerate in digital advancement, Information Technology 

Companies are responsible for ensuring there is innovation to suit the changing world. Many 

emerging technologies and trends have played a significant role in the 21st century, of which any 

leader in an IT Company should be aware. However, the advancement of technology is 

motivated by the need to attain a competitive advantage in the global market. The need to invest 

in technology is required for any organization that wants to have a relevant change. These trends 

in technologies are the ones drawing the most venture money, producing the most patent filings, 

as well as generating the most considerable implications for how, where and capabilities one 

needs to accelerate performance. Thus, unifying and underlying them is an essential step toward 

getting a massive faster computation propelling new convergences between technologies. It 

breaks through various fields, including health and materials sciences, with arrays of new 

products and services integration to form a strong foundation for the reinvention of markets, 

industries and other relevant sectors. In the 21st century, the world has witnessed more progress 

in the IT sector as technology reshapes the various functionalities of companies, including 

energy, transportation and other domains in health sciences. IT organization ensures the world is 

updated with the new technology trend and stipulates the strategies that can be taken to ensure it 

is integrated within the operating system. Therefore, the Industrial Internet of Things, robots, 

digital twins, 3-D or 4-D printing, and 5-G are the five emerging technologies and trends that I 

foresee will play a pivot role within IT organizations in the 21st century.  

Emerging technologies  purpose 
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Industrial Internet of Things Allows for the integration of devices, sensors 

and machines used for manufacturing 

processes to gather and analyze generated 

data at one platform. 

Robots Helps organization to make automated 

decisions. 

Digital twins Allow it to do product development, tool 

development, manufacturing process planning 

and serviceability cost optimization processes 

3-D and 4-D printing Help manufacturing companies reduce the 

cost of using materials 

5G Helps in sharing of information.  

 

 

In the first place, the Industrial Internet of Things is an emerging technology and trend 

that can play a significant role in the IT organization as it allows for the integration of devices, 

sensors and machines used for manufacturing processes to gather and analyze generated data at 
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one platform. The technology can provide insight into the state of an organization's operation and 

communicate the necessary change process (Thakare et al., 2016). They ensure the company is a 

data-driven manufacturing ecosystem. The use of the Industrial Internet of Things can help the 

company gather real-time information where the connected devices aggregate metadata, offering 

status quo pictures of operations instantly. Also, it enhances analytic capability by leveraging 

available data to train and improve algorithms continuously. Companies using this technology 

can make predictions about variables, reduce uncertainty, strengthen planning, and recommend 

concrete actions. It automates operations based on insights instructed on the machine to analyze 

a given scenario. The adoption of IIOT implies that the organization is ready and willing to 

operate differently by getting the necessary support of new roles, responsibilities and work 

processes (Thakare et al., 2016). In the current world, the organization needs to build systems 

that will enable them to address the complex demands of many operations within the firm. 

Therefore, it is one of the best trends that IT organizations should be familiar with, and as a 

leader, I find it an essential component of technical achievement in the 21st century. 

Another critical technology trend in the 21st century is the adoption of robots, which are 

being implemented in an organization to deliver services that were meant for human workforces 

accurately. They are applied in domestic, professional and industrial services where they are 

configured through programs or a source of intelligence to fulfil given tasks (Song et al., 2018). 

Robots can execute virtual work without being present. The application of robots in a company 

can enable it to deploy autonomous operations like using software to an automated decision. It 

also scales up the process evenly and quickly; for instance, robots can operate in places where a 

human cannot reach. They work without dependence on the human workforce, which reduces the 

negotiation with unions. Companies adopting this technology are in a position to operate in a 
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new environment because of their flexibility. Robots can segregate products and service creation 

from delivery, which humans cannot do as they need to evaluate before making any decision. 

Therefore, robots are technological trends that every company is willing to adopt and embrace to 

enhance their services delivery and communication. 

Apart from robots technologies, digital twins are also among the trending innovation in 

IT organizations that can be influential in the 21st century. It is a digital replica of assets that 

integrate information from both the digital and physical world to allow it to do product 

development, tool development, manufacturing process planning and serviceability cost 

optimization processes (Shen et al., 2021). The manufacturing industries can perform technical 

innovation with ease through data integration as it accelerates management's decision-making 

and automatically optimizes behavior. Application digital twins in an organization enhance 

productivity as different modelling techniques are used to forecast the future states with 

predefined scenarios. Through performance tracking and continuous improvement, the 

organization is better positioned to regularly innovate the products and products being delivered 

to the customers (Shen et al., 2021). The idea of visibility across landscape assets is significant 

when digital twins technology is being applied where data from different sources are combined 

to remove dependencies and enhance transparency. However, the creation of digital twins 

requires a shared data source, which forces the company to recognize their methodology of 

analyzing data and facility further digitalization as well as optimization possibilities. 

Further, 3-D and 4-D printing are the trending technologies in the 21st century where it 

operates by joining materials from various sources to make objects from the data model be 

layered. The technology can help manufacturing companies reduce the cost of using materials 

(Quanjin et al., 2020). It is a powerful technology for the 21st century, considering that many 
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organizations are struggling to cut the cost of manufacturing due to reduces raw materials 

accessibility. The technology offers a broader design possibility for products with higher 

performance, new features with weight reductions. More products can be customized with 

reduced cost while enhancing customer value. 3-D or 4-D printing reduces the dependence level 

in an organization, especially in the manufacturing section, considering that it plans where the 

suppliers are located (Quanjin et al., 2020). Also, the technology minimizes materials wastage as 

the printed products do not depend on the process of manufacturing substantively. 

The latest emerging technology and trend is 5G internet accessibility. The following 

wireless generation provides a capacity of support and increases the connection number while 

enhancing speed, reliability, power consumption, and latency. The technology fuels digitization 

of the manufacturing process that has enabled wireless control of mobile tools, robots, and 

machines. 5G technology has enabled faster sharing of data, which can be essential for 

healthcare organizations in offering quick data transmission to reliable telemedicine for care 

services (Vandra, 2016). The technology has improved the remote working settings with high-

speed coverage in more expansive areas that exist communication technologies. For instance, 

implementation of IIOT means that the organization will be adopting necessary tools to support 

new roles, responsibilities and enhance the effectiveness of work. Brilliant collaboration across 

the organization effectively communicates the technologies between the operations, reliability, 

maintenance, and supply chain management. 

On the other hand, the new technological trends discussed in the paper can be 

implemented in an organization by first identifying the gaps that need to be solved and 

collaborating with various stakeholders to achieve the change process. It is evident that the 

change process is not accessible within the firm considering many workers could not be having 
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the skills required to operate the new technology. Thus, informing the workers on the benefits of 

the technologies and how they will enhance their services is a significant step toward 

implementing them. Also, information experts have to be integrated into the change process to 

help address the challenges affecting the implementation process, especially those that need the 

technicians' attention. The best operators are developing skills in handling technological 

difficulties to help the organization know transitioning. However, movement from traditional 

practices to the technological world is a gradual process that organizations should take, and 

everyone should be part of the process. 5G technology implementation in the workplace is 

motivated by the benefits workers get when sharing information and faster retrieval from the 

storage system. The company, when implementing these trending technologies, has to create a 

baseline where assets, processes, and data collection are used to detect issues as well as 

opportunities. Using machine learning can provide accurate and consistent information on the 

advantages of the technology. IT organization has to employ open integration and 

communications technologies to assist in consolidating data from various sources on the way to 

extracting meaningful value. As part of the strategy of implementing new technologies, 

companies can consider cloud-based applications to enhance their value in controlling, 

monitoring and planning. Compensation is required for the affected demographic population 

with the change process like; when implementing the use of artificial intelligence, many workers 

could lose their jobs, which requires that the organization helps them adapt to a new working 

environment. 

Much has been discussed on the five identified emerging technologies and trends that I 

foresee will play a pivot role within IT organizations in the 21st century, including strategies that 

can be used to implement them. However, I recommend that the company implementing the 
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identified trends should first evaluate the challenges the organization faces and how the 

integration of new technology will help solve the issue. Also, some technologies like artificial 

intelligence should be considered if they add value to the organization. Some technologies are 

pretty expensive and can be a burden to an organization. Another essential recommendation to 

consider is a backup plan where the information can restores since technologies face thefts 

through cybercrime where unauthorized people can steal data. These trends cannot be avoided in 

the current world and will remain influential in IT organizations. Leaders need to have 

knowledge of the impact of new technologies on their overall operations and how they initiate 

the transformation process to enhance services delivery and production of a quality product. 

Despite technologies being expensive to implement within the organization, they are proven to 

benefit the organization significantly. Therefore, new trends in technology are determined to 

change the traditional operations in companies with efficient ways of functioning.  
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